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‘an in’
‘curiosity of any kind has to 

be the starting point, without curiosity, no one will 
visit, learn or question anything’. 

‘the gore factor can take over from the 
facts.’ 

As historians and heritage professionals, we have an opportunity and a responsibility to challenge 
misconceptions about criminal justice past and present. All of the participating museums recognise the value 
of reflecting on the role of law in society in terms of social justice. This is made explicit in their aims: both the 
National Justice Museum in Nottingham and Shire Hall historic courthouse museum in Dorset, seek to inspire 
visitors to become ‘active citizens’ and ‘to make a difference to society’ to ensure ‘justice for all’. Ripon 
Museum Trust has recently redefined its vision, to ‘use our heritage assets to inspire people to seek a fairer 
society.’

However, pursuing these aims raises a number of issues. As one participant asked: ‘How do we market fairness 
– is it too worthy?’ How do we turn a social justice agenda into an engaging visitor experience? Do we really 
understand what our audiences’ preconceptions are, or their motivations for visiting?

Lessons we can learn from dark tourism



‘history can be too different to the present to be meaningful’

Ripon Museum Trust encompasses three historic sites: a former workhouse, a 19th century prison and police station,
and courthouse. Together they provide an almost unique opportunity for visitors to explore the links between poverty
and crime, punishment, justice and welfare. Two of its most recent exhibitions demonstrate how Ripon Museum
Trust are actively engaging visitors with current social questions through historical reflection.

Rogues and Vagabonds, running throughout 2019,
explored vagrancy in the Victorian period across
its three sites, and examined the realities of
homelessness today. Accounts of the experience
of vagrancy in the past were paralleled with
Homeless Not Faceless. Working with the
Harrogate Homelessness Project and Ripon
YMCA, the exhibition featured a series of portraits
of people who gave their own accounts of being
homeless. Ripon also worked with the Labour
homelessness campaign to draw attention to the
continued criminalisation of homelessness under
the still-used 1824 Vagrancy Act and more recent
public protection orders.

Prisoners on Prisoners (2020-2021), an art installation
produced with Faye Claridge, connects inmates at HM
Askham Grange with historic prison archives. The
conversations produced powerful, candid reflections on the
experience of incarceration and changes and continuities in
our criminal justice system from a personal perspective. The
recorded reflections are shared with the public through
audio, textile and photography displayed in one of the cells
at the Prison and Police Museum.

https://riponmuseums.co.uk/exhibitions/prisoners_on_prisoners


‘Our audiences aren’t hard to reach, we’re hard to reach’

‘our audiences aren’t hard to reach, 

we’re hard to reach’

The museum has been taking objects from

their collections out into the community on

‘Object Walks’. Visiting a range of local

organisations and community groups,

people are invited to handle the object, and

asked about their views on it and how it

makes them feel. This tactile moment, the

opportunity to physically connect with part

of the collection, creates a dialogue. People

ask questions about who made the object or

used it, and without prompting, begin to

relate it to their own lives. The responses

from the community provide valuable

insights into audience perspectives, and

have been used to shape the museum’s

activities and exhibition programme and

interpretation.

‘No harm in telling a child where it came from, doubt it would make 
any difference to them. It’s good that prisoners are working in prisons 
as what else would they be doing? Give them a use.’

A colourful truck painted by someone living in prison. Visitors to 
the National Justice Museum held it and offered their thoughts.

‘history can be too different to the present to be meaningful’



Reconstructing the past

‘Doing it with them, not to them’

Concern for ethical interpretation permeated our discussions throughout the day, particularly the need to 
respect past and present experiences of criminal justice while still creating provocative and engaging 
visitor experiences. Which stories we tell, and how we tell them have significant implications. The 
research and practice shared by participants demonstrated how due regard for the ethical issues raised 
by our stories and objects can be used to support more effective audience engagement. 



Reconstructing the past

Dan Johnson, Considerations for Ethical Interpretation: 

• Avoid interpretations that lack complexity and nuance, which may inform visitors and result in unethical 
entertainment led narratives

• Check for common tropes and stereotypes that could reduce the significance of the context whilst 
sensationalising the historical individuals

• Be careful that attempts to create prisoner agency do not come at the expense of the complicated 
histories, omitting or altering historical facts

• Remember that museums have a responsibility to the public to ensure that the representations of 
histories are truthful to the available information relating to these individuals

• Current representations do little to challenge the popular narrative of ‘penal progressivism.’ What are we 
trying to say by using these individual narratives? What good will it do?

• Finally, remember that these were real people, with real lives, families and stories. We have chosen to 
bring the most horrific parts of their lives into the 21st century, essentially for entertainment. If you 
wouldn’t want your descendants to see you interpreted in that way, then don’t do it to them.



All of the stories told at Shire Hall are
based on real trials that took place
there. The museum established an
interpretation team including social
historian, Rose Wallis, and
interpretation consultant, Iona Keen,
to work collaboratively with the
museum staff and creative media
producers, from the initial strategy
development stage through to the
interpretation delivery, to ensure
that the fullest and most accurate
historical accounts were portrayed in
an accessible and engaging way.

Making the court’s archive visible to
the public was considered integral to
the visitor experience. It enhances
the connection between the visitor,
past events and the spaces in which
they occurred – they can quite
literally follow in the footsteps of
historic individuals. Visitors can also
see that these accounts are real, that
they have not been sanitised. This
means there is a degree of

discomfort, but that was considered
important to help people understand
the significance of these past
experiences.
The archival material is made
accessible in multiple ways: it is
quoted and actively cited in the
scripted audio interpretation and
fixed interpretation. Using the multi-
media guides, visitors who want to
find out more can access layers of
additional information including
facsimiles of the original primary
evidence. These collections of
evidence are also available to all
visitors in hardcopy in the
courtroom. Archival material is even
incorporated into aspects of the
design.

As well as connecting visitors with
the archive, all of the cases are
contextualised using expert
commentary from historians and
contemporaries actively connected
to the issues raised by each of the

case studies. Putting the cases in
context supports visitors to consider
why these crimes were prosecuted,
why particular decisions were made,
and how these historic cases are still
relevant today.

Making the archive visible at 
Shire Hall



An ethical and inclusive decision-making process





https://riponmuseums.co.uk/

https://riponmuseums.co.uk/exhibitions/prisoners_

on_prisoners

https://riponmuseums.co.uk/events/rogues_and_va

gabonds

https://riponmuseums.co.uk/events/homeless_not_

faceless

https://www.nationaljusticemuseum.org.uk/about-

us/

https://www.nationaljusticemuseum.org.uk/choice

s-and-consequences-knife-crime-workshop-

primary-schools/

http://shirehalldorset.org/connect/about/

https://www.napier.ac.uk/~/media/worktribe/outpu

t-2455103/influences-on-interpretation-a-critical-

evaluation-of-the-influences-on-the-design-

and.pdf
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